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TALENT & LEADERSHIP 
IN YOUR PORTFOLIO 

Key Capital OCHO is a Luxembourgian equity UCITS investment fund, whose 
management team has extensive experience in portfolio risk management.

Key Capital OCHO is the first open collective scheme promoted by Key Capital 
Partners – the European leader in derivatives with an average volume that exceeds 
€150M a day.

Key Capital Partners is among Europe's main volatility operators. In Spain only, we 
have over 50% market share in stock options and IBEX.

Key Capital Partners also offers relevant information together with its know-how 
and its ability to lead critical operations in the areas of Capital Markets and 
Corporate Finance.  

Key Capital Partners as well as the Fund Managers invest a considerable amount 
of their own assets in Key Capital OCHO. 
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THE THREE PILLARS OF 
KEY CAPITAL OCHO 

01 Independence: When investing, we take our own 
analysis as reference. We only invest in listed 
companies that we deem will remain solid in the 
long term, and only when we are satisfied that we 
understand all aspects of their activity as well as 
their competitive advantage (their product; their 
client base; their market positioning…). 

02 Reliability: We only invest in companies we believe in and 
of which we can expect long-term profitability. We are not 
subject to institutional restrictions or under pressure to 
obtain short-term results. Hence, whilst specific events 
and the economic situation may help us spot certain 
opportunities, they do not have any influence whatsoever 
in our approach.

03 Transparency: In our role as both managers of and investors in Key 
Capital OCHO, we want to share information on the underlying 
assets of our portfolio with our partners and investors. In order to 
achieve this, we have designed and created tools that allow 
investors to follow our fund's development closely as well as to 
know first-hand the rationale behind our investment decisions.
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VALUE IS 
OUR BEACON

 WHAT IS VALUE? 

Value Search is a philosophy of investment that focuses on 
generating steady positive returns in the long run. Our idea is 
to buy quality assets at a price lower than their actual or 
intrinsic value. This allows us to obtain an ample margin of 
safety, thus reducing risk and increasing profitability.   

WHAT COMPANIES DO WE INVEST IN?

In companies we would like to be part of. Indeed, we are 
committed to being long-term investors. We act as if we 
owned the company and not as mere investors. We believe in 
those companies because we trust their market positioning 
and we are highly confident that they will succeed.  

WHY ARE WE ‘HIGHLY CONFIDENT’ THAT  
OUR INVESTMENTS DESERVE OUR TRUST? 

The quality of the companies we invest in together with the 
fact that we make it our priority to attain an ample margin of 
safety, prevent us from taking unnecessary risks. This means 
that we are not affected by economic turmoil or geopolitics. 
Instead, we use those as opportunities to find investments 
that will yield in the long run.  
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HOW DO WE SELECT 
THE COMPANIES WE 
INVEST IN?

When it comes to determining quality, 
we use models such as Porter's five 
forces analysis to assess a company's 
market position. We seek to answer key 
questions such as: Is the company's 
product necessary? Is the company 
regulated? What is the company's 
competitive advantage? Will it still exist 
ten years from now? 
We complete our reports with the 
insights of independent, external 
analysts. 

In terms of quantitative analysis, we 
study indicators such as the company's 
ROE stability (we seek those in excess 
of 10% in the long term), and whether it 
shows sustained income growth and 
either satisfactory forecasted results in 
the next 10 years or a strong balance 
sheet with sustainable debt. Size does 
not matter to us – a small, underrated 
company may turn out to be more 
interesting than a big company with an 
excessive valuation.
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INVESTMENT PROCESS

A conservative, disciplined and patient approach to buying significantly undervalued shares of high quality 
companies that increase shareholder value is the best way to achieve our goal – to grow our long-term 
capital at compound rates and with limited risk.
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OUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE – 
A DERIVATIVES STRATEGY 

HOW ARE WE DIFFERENT?

We possess unique knowledge of the market, which enhances our 
potential to create an ideal portfolio for Key Capital OCHO. 

WHY ARE WE DIFFERENT?

Our conservative use of options offers two main advantages: 

It allows us to enter high-quality companies, even if their prices are high, because 
we reduce the entrance price through options. Hence, we will be stockholders 
only for as long as the company's valuation is within the appropriate margin of 
safety. By optimizing our entry price (15-20% under its current share price) we 
improve our Return On Investment whilst reducing our portfolio's volatility. 

The Black-Scholes option pricing model means that call options (right to buy) 
are usually more expensive than put options (right to sell). Hence, there is 
always a demand that overpays for the options we sell, which has a positive 
impact in the fund's liquidity.  

WHO ARE WE DIFFERENT TO?

Traditional fund managers tend to work with stocks' volatility in mind and hence 
manage short-tem positions, thus incurring in execution costs. Key Capital OCHO 
fund managers, however, see options as an addition to their exposure to the 
underlying asset. Furthermore, our unparalleled knowledge of the functioning of 
and price-formation processes in financial markets ensures we always find the 
optimal price for stocks.
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CONVEX PROFILE  
KEY CAPITAL OCHO

We control the risk of the current portfolio based on the following 3 pillars:

1) Selection of good companies that tend to perform better than indexes in the long run
2) Unleveraged sell of PUT options (for between 20% and 40% of the companies of the

portfolio) that protects us from the initial 15% drop in these shares
3) Purchase of midium term (3-year) PUT (ATM forward) on S&P500 and Eurostoxx50

to hedge some of the general MArket risk (between 30% and 70% of the
total notional of the protfolio)

This structure results in a convex profile that protects us against falls (the delta tends to 50%or less) without moving too far away from the 
indexes when Markets go up  (the delta tends to 80%). 
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NOT JUST CLIENTS 
(WE SEEK PARTNERS)

We seek clients who wish to share our goal – to attain long-term sustained growth. 
We talk about partners and not clients because we are all directly involved in this. 
Both Key Capital Partners and the Fund's Management Team have invested a 
considerable amount of their financial assets in Key Capital OCHO. 

OUR COMMITMENT:

We aim to achieve low structure costs. In order to do that, we shall use third-
parties's technology and services for standarised functions such as the 
execution of electronic orders or platforms to communicate with investors.

Our remuneration for the fund's management is essentially linked and 
aligned to its long-term performance. Indeed, our Performance Fee is subject 
to a 'High Water Mark', which ensures that shareholders will not be charged 
a Performance Fee until any previous losses are recovered*. 

*The High Water Mark is the last Net Asset Value per Share after deduction of the Performance Fee calculated over 
the previous year.
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AN OPEN WINDOW:
APP KEY CAPITAL OCHO 

We want our clients to be able 
to fully trust 
Key Capital Partners and the 
Fund Managers. Hence, we 
have created a tool to offer 
them full transparency*. Our 
Key Capital OCHO app is 
available for Android and iOS 
and it allows investors to 
access relevant data and 
news related to the fund's 
portfolio.

Daily updates on the fund's 
performance with graphs showing 
short-term, mid-term and long-term 
historical data of the portfolio.

Fund composition by types of assets, 
countries and industries.

The Fund Managers's estimates on 
each asset's Fair Value, investment 
thesis and relevant news relating to 
the fund as well as to all the assets 

The app is available in two languages: 
English and Spanish. 

* The App is is meant to complement the
information provided by the traditional
channels of communication made
available to the investor.
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CATEGORY CSSF: 
Global fund

STRATEGY: 
Stock Picking

SHARE CLASSES: 
EUR 
Retail  LU1531375365 
Private Banking LU1820828058
Institutional   LU1531376843
USD 
Retail  LU1531377577
Private Banking LU1820828132 
Institutional  LU1531379276
EUR Hedge
Retail  LU1659722521
Private Banking LU1820828561 
Institutional  LU1659722794 

LAUNCH DATE: 
02/02/2017. 

VALUATION: 
Daily, with daily subscriptions and 
redemptions

MINIMUM INVESTMENT: 
Retail €100/$100 
Private Banking €100,000/$100,000 
Institutional €500,000/$500,000

MANAGEMENT FEE: 
Retail 1%
Private Banking 0,9%
Institutional 0,5%

PERFORMANCE FEE: 
10% (absolute return with High Water 
Mark)

ENTRY FEE:  
Up to 1,5%

EXIT FEE: 
Up to 1,5%

MANAGEMENT COMPANY 
AND DEPOSITARY: 
Edmond de Rothschild

INVESTMENT MANAGER AND 
WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTOR: 
Key Capital Partners, A.V. SA

DATA SHEET
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PIERRE DANILOWIEZ

Fund Manager

Degree in engineering (ENSIIE, France). Master's 
Degree in Applied Mathematics and Computer 
Science. Founder of Danilowiez Real Estate LLC 
(Florida, USA). Over 10 years with Equity Derivatives 
Trading at Société Générale. Development and 
establishment of the SG Flow negotiating table in 
Madrid. Risk and cash management, portfolio risk 
monitoring, corporate actions, Market Making 
quoted options in the Italian, Spanish and 
Portuguese markets, OTC flow in the Portuguese 
and Spanish markets: analysis and pricing, trading 
and risk management.

ALFREDO ÁLVAREZ-PICKMAN 

Fund Manager

Degree in Economics (Brown University, USA) MBA 
Alfonso X El Sabio University. More than 20 years of 
experience in Asset Management. Chief Economist 
of Credit Andorra Fiancial Group. Director of 
Advisory & Financial Planning at Banco Alcalá 
Wealth Management. Investment Manager of 
Gesalcalá SGIIC and Espirito Santo Gestión SGIIC. 
Head of Equities Espirito Santo Gestión. Head of 
Financial Sector Analysis for Morgan Stanley Asset 
Management Spain.

MANAGEMENT TEAM 
KEY CAPITAL OCHO
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ANNEXES



THE COMPANY

SITUATION

OUR DECISION

Stericycle is the largest provider of regulated waste management in the US 
with over half a million customers worldwide. This is a very predictable 
business, with high tailwinds as demographic ageing and recycling 
problems are growing exponentially. A high quality,  sustainable business 
with high entry barriers. Stable ROE and operating margin over a long 
period of time.

Temporary slowdown in its main business together with a large 
acquisition that puts selling pressure on its shares. 

In our opinion, at $75/share, an annual return of 10% / 12% over five years is 
highly attainable. We believe that buying the stock is a better alternative than 
selling put options because of the low volatility of the stock. . 

01INVESTMENT CASE 
WITH STOCKS

FEBRUARY 2017 
CASE STUDY
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THE COMPANY

SITUATION

OUR DECISION

Signet Jewelers Limited is the largest jeweler in the USA, UK and Canada. It is a 
leader in size and sales, and has an excellent position in the discretionary 
consumer sector typical of U.S. households. 

Its ROE is very stable, at around 15% per year, together with a good cash flow 
generation. It has low debt in a defensive sector and a strong long-term growth 
outlook.

A potential diamond supply fraud dismissed by the judge. A case of 
unprofessional behavior involving some of its executives that, although 
serious from an ethical point of view, is something that should not impact the 
company in the long term. Pressure on the sector threatened by giants like 
Amazon. 

We believe that jewelers like Signet, who sell goods at high prices, should 
not be affected by e-commerce. The share price is $65, with a PER of 10x in 
a sector with growth prospects. 

We sell PUT 4 and a half months before expiry strike 60. Its price is 3.7% per 
share. We get a performance on the strike of: (3.7/60) * (12/4.5) = 16.5% / 
year. Should the PUT be executed, we would buy the company at $56.3 / 
share, an annual return of more than 15% / for 5 years up to our target price. 

02INVESTMENT CASE 
WITH OPTIONS 

JULY 2017 
CASE STUDY
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Key Capital Ocho is a compartment from FORUM ONE, a “société d’investissement à capital variable (SICAV), a Luxembourg undertaking for collective investment in 
transferable securities incorporated pursuant to Part I of the Luxembourg law of 17 December 2010 on undertakings for collective investment, as amended and it is
authorized and regulated by the Luxembourg supervisory authority (Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier – “CSSF”) under number 8514 and domiciled at 
L-2535 Luxembourg, 20, boulevard Emmanuel Servais. FORUM ONE is registered into the registry of authorized foreign collective investment schemes held by the
CNMV. The registry of authorised foreign collective investment schemes for distribution in Spain is available at www.cnmv.es

The Management Company from Key Capital Ocho is Edmond de Rothschild Asset Management Luxembourg, a management company registered and supervised by 
the (Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier – “CSSF”).

The Investment Manager and Global Distributor from Key Capital Ocho is Key Capital Partners, Agencia de Valores, S.A. a Spanish MiFID Investment firm registered and 
supervised by the Spanish Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores under the number 242 on the registry of Spanish authorised investment firms. For further 
information on Key Capital Ocho, please contact  to Key Capital Partners or any of the entities appointed as authorised distributors.

The content of this document is provided for information only and addressed to professional investors pursuant to MiFID’s definition and it may not be construed as, 
investment advice or a recommendation to buy shares of Key Capital Ocho. This It is not intended to be disclosed to the public in general. This document is not 
intended to be used by any person in any country where Key Capital Ocho is not authorised or registered for distribution or in which the dissemination of information or 
services is forbidden. Key Capital Ocho is not sold or offered in the United States of America, its territories or possessions or to a “US person” as defined by Regulation 
S of the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended.

This document cannot be reproduced, used or circulated without the previous written consent from Key Capital Partners, Agencia de Valores, S.A.. Reception of a copy 
of this document does not entitle to the recipient to any right regarding the information and you must not reproduce, forward by any means, modify nor use it for public
or commercial purposes, without the preliminary written consent from Key Capital Partners, Agencia de Valores, S.A.

Any investment decision should be made on the basis of the Prospectus and the Key Investor Information Document currently in force, as well as the most recent 
Annual Report and of the Semi-annual Report where this is subsequent to the former. These reports are available at also be obtained free of charge at the registered 
office from FORUM ONE and from the Global Distributor. Reading the aforementioned documentation is essential for an understanding of the products’ environment, 
the risks and the conditions of subscription and holding. 

Recipients must inform themselves of the legal requirements within their own countries or jurisdictions for the purchase, holding, transfer, redemption or other disposal 
of shares from Key Capital Ocho. Recipients must rely on their own representatives, including their own professional advisers as to the legal, tax, investment or any 
other related matters concerning a prospective investment into Key Capital Ocho.

Investing in securities entails risks, investor should be aware that past performance is no guarantee of future performance and returns. The value of an investment can 
rise or fall with market fluctuations and investors may lose, as the case may be, the amount originally invested. The Prospectus and the Key Investor Information
Document contain a list of the risks, investor should consider read them carefully and take appropriate investment advice before taking any decision to invest.
The information contained on this document is based on sources which are considered reliable at a particular date, but no guarantee, warranty or representation 
express or implied, is given as to the accuracy or completeness of such information at any time thereafter. Neither Key Capital Partners nor any of its officers, directors 
or employees accept any liability or responsibility in respect to the information expressed herein. Prospective investors are solely responsible for compliance with
applicable laws and regulations of their country of citizenship and/or residence and the advice of their legal or their financial counsel should be sought prior to any 
investment decision.

DISCLAIMER



http://keycapital.com/
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